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Introduction
The Ireland‐Wales relationship, built around and across maritime geography,
has often been neglected. If usually only implicitly, the social sciences start
from land territories, defined by urban metropoles and remote peripheries.
However, the case of cross‐border cooperation across the Irish Sea presents
several unique features. First, historically, cooperation has been built on a
mixture of practices and cultural discourses, with the Irish Sea maritime
border closely linked to hierarchical relationships between diﬀerent levels of
government – the national, the devolved and the regional level – connected
by governmental and non‐governmental actors. Second, the Ireland‐Wales
cross‐border region, through the Interreg programme, was only formally
institutionalised in 1994 by the European Union (EU). This new EU region
assumed that shared common features, challenges, and issues would be
handled more successfully on a cross‐border basis. Third, policy networks
and interest groups have shaped cross‐border cooperation between the
Republic of Ireland and Wales. Having established themselves to ‘make sense’
of the space, they disseminated awareness among local civil society and
governmental organisations and mobilised actors to connect spaces and
modes of interaction in their daily practices. Fourth, the EU provided both
the financial resources for partnerships and collaboration to develop across
the Irish Sea and the broader governance framework within which policy
networks could develop and participate actively in the life of the cross‐border
region.
Even with the EU playing such a critical role, the top‐down institutionalisation
of the Ireland‐Wales relationship did not ensure a widespread awareness
among citizens on both sides of the maritime border about their common
cross‐border identity. The Brexit process was a pivotal factor in fostering an
understanding of the depth of relationships between Ireland and Wales
across the Irish Sea. When the UK transition period ended on 31 December
2020, the Irish and Welsh governments announced the publication of a Joint
Action Plan1 — announced on St David’s Day, 1 March 2021, by the Irish
Foreign Minister, Simon Coveney, and the Welsh First Minister, Mark
Drakeford. Ireland and Wales had never had a Joint Action Plan before. In the
document, their connection was positioned explicitly in the context of
changes “already brought … [to] the Ireland‐Wales relationship [and rooted]
in a flourishing collaboration across the Irish Sea … [promoted by] common
EU membership and joint participation in EU programmes.”2 However, even
if it is at the core of the Joint Action Plan, the nature and the genesis of the
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EU‐sponsored Ireland‐Wales cross‐border cooperation have remained
somewhat unexplored.
This article contributes significantly to our understanding of the genesis of
Ireland‐Wales cross‐border cooperation and the role of the EU in shaping it.
This investigation matters not only about the Joint Action Plan but also
reflects on how, to a limited extent, cross‐border cultural identities and
shared political purposes between Ireland and Wales have emerged mainly
in the aftermath of the 2016 Brexit referendum. Furthermore, the history of
relationships across the Irish Sea envelops more recent political
developments in the field of Welsh devolution and the East‐West institutions
created by the 1998 Belfast/Good Friday Agreement – especially the British‐
Irish Council, which was also invoked by the Joint Action Plan.3 Finally,
instrumental responses to EU incentives, including the invention of new
territorial units, dominate the history of collaboration between Ireland —
dominated by the dynamic Dublin metropole, and the UK’s relatively poor
western periphery.
First, the article examines the early years of cross‐border cooperation
between Ireland and Wales and the EU’s role in institutionalising it. Second,
it considers the broader context of the Brexit debates and its far‐reaching
consequences on the future of such cooperation. Finally, the conclusion
stresses how the creation, the geographical dimension, the thematic
priorities and the governance mechanisms appear as key achievements
brought by the Interreg programme to the Ireland‐Wales cross‐border region.
Such achievements need to be upheld to ensure the future dynamism and
the eﬃcacity of bottom‐up representation processes within the cross‐border
territorial context of the Irish Sea maritime region.

The genesis of the Ireland‐Wales cross‐border region:
The EU Interreg Ireland‐Wales programme
Before entering the empirical discussion, a short terminological note is
necessary. Scholars who work on cross‐border regions tend to emphasise
specific spatial dimensions over others. In particular, ‘scale’ and ‘level’ are
extensively employed terms. Both refer to similar dimensions. ‘Scale’ usually
refers to a hierarchy of bounded spaces,4 while ‘level’ mainly describes
territorially defined realms, focusing on competencies.5 Both typically mean
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the local, the regional, the cross‐border, the national, the European and the
global sphere. However, cross‐border regions emerge and evolve in and
through all four and more described spatial dimensions. Regions do not just
involve the ordering of scales or levels but also the organisation of territories,
places or networks within. Territory grasps space segmentation; place refers
to the local embeddedness of actors, issues or strategies; and networks
capture the various cross‐cutting connections and partnerships by
governmental and non‐governmental actors across borders.6 Understanding
the multiple facets of cross‐border regions allows for examining how strategic
eﬀorts, concrete outcomes and the changing balance of spatial aspects
interact.7
The overarching EU policy driver for Ireland‐Wales cross‐border cooperation
is the EU Cohesion Policy which has its legal basis in Articles 174 to 178 of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU). It aims to strengthen
economic and social cohesion by reducing disparities in the level of
development between regions. EU Commission President, Jacques Delors,
introduced the Cohesion Policy, which provides the investment framework
required to achieve the goals of the Europe 2020 Strategy for smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth in the community. It is delivered through
three European structural and investment funds, which together – including
national co‐financing – amount to €644 billion. One of these funds is the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).8 The ERDF aims to strengthen
economic and social cohesion in the EU by correcting imbalances between
its regions, particularly through thematic concentration. It focuses its
investment on four priority areas, and the Interreg programme was initially
developed in this context, in 1990, as a community initiative.
Ireland‐Wales cross‐border cooperation became eligible for Interreg funding
in 1994, following the lobbying of organisations whose main objective was
fostering linkages among those in Ireland and Wales interested in promoting
cross‐border cooperation. These were the Irish Sea Maritime Forum and the
Central Sea Corridor.9 The involvement in a transnational framework was
seen as linking those working in similar sectors across the Irish Sea, thereby
providing ideas and models of best practices in cross‐border cooperation. In
addition, the programme had to achieve a strategic fit where policies
intersected with specific cross‐border needs and challenges. Therefore, the
geographical organisation of the cross‐border region was central to the initial
discussions among actors and interest groups.10
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Existing territorial demarcations influenced who could participate, thus
producing eﬀects of inclusion and exclusion, with distinct territorial claims
related to ideologically motivated national projects. The defining physical
feature of the area involved was the presence of the sea, which reflected
centrality in the geographical organisation of the region. This comprised the
central corridor of Dublin/Dun Laoghaire and Holyhead; the southern sea
corridor of Rosslare/New Ross/Waterford; and Fishguard/Pembroke Dock
and Milford Haven, with ports being of strategic importance and forming vital
links across the sea border. Other areas involved are the Welsh counties of
Carmarthenshire, Pembrokeshire, Ceredigion, Ynys Môn (Isle of Anglesey),
Gwynedd, Conwy, Denbighshire and the three NUTS III11 regions in Ireland:
Dublin, the Mid‐East and the South‐East. The major urban centre was Dublin,
with the Irish part of the region having a higher population density (126 vs
70 persons per sq. km) and a considerably higher level of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) per capita than their Welsh counterparts, Ireland as a whole,
and the EU.12
Specifically, it was the ‘place‐based’ approach of Interreg, used by actors
within the lobbying organisations above to legitimate the cross‐border
region’s specific interests and become eligible for EU funds.13 A ‘place‐based’
policy is a long‐term strategy to tackle persistent underutilisation of potential
common resources and reduce ongoing social exclusion in specific places
through external interventions and governance. A ‘place‐based’ approach
promotes the supply of integrated goods and services tailored to contexts
and triggers institutional changes. In a place‐based policy, public
interventions rely on local knowledge and bottom‐up mobilisation and
consultations. These must be verifiable and scrutinised while considering
linkages and partnerships among places.
Following this direction, authorities in Ireland and Wales presented matters
of environmental protection and sustainable growth to the EU Commission
as Ireland‐Wales specific. They focused on enhancing cooperation through
increasing the potential of the natural and cultural assets of the Irish Sea
maritime area, by connecting it to a particular EU regional policy discourse.
This strategically emphasised economic growth, innovation, and sustainable
development to anchor local needs to the EU agenda. On the other hand, it
also constituted an outcome of local consultations informed by grassroots
interests. Hence, the first Ireland‐Wales programme (1994‐1999) was
established on these foundations and focused on marine and economic
development. Each subsequent programme built upon the same strategy,
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focusing on, among others, sustainable growth and technical assistance
(Interreg II, 2000‐2006) or climate change and sustainable regeneration
(Interreg III, 2006‐2014).14
Successes were nonetheless moderate and the challenges highlighted are
common to other Interreg programmes implemented in other cross‐border
regions of Europe.15 First, participants and policymakers found the low level
of genuine cross‐border projects funded and implemented through Interreg
problematic.16 This was due mainly to the lack of administrative structures
allowing for real joint management of the initiatives. Projects tended to be
appraised and agreed within the local councils and according to the policy
priorities for that specific Welsh or Irish administration. Subsequently, the
working groups would form a third joint team, at which level information
was exchanged regarding projects but involved relatively little overall
collaborative planning and management. Second, there was generally not
enough involvement from wider societal interests, who perhaps would also
be interested in and aﬀected by the decisions taken. Even in those areas of
policy‐making where one would expect much greater participation of local
communities, the process was too closed and not cross‐border enough.17
Third, the potential to deliver genuine cross‐border projects depended on
the relevant organisations’ capacity to deliver. At the local level, business
interests in Ireland and Wales needed greater access to information about
potential opportunities. The local community level was in a similar position.
Finally, organisations and networks at the local level experienced particular
problems because Interreg initiated a growth surge in the sector but with
little visible means of sustainability in the long term. Some networks
depended only on EU money, and their survival was subservient to the
diﬀerent funds’ rounds and their eligibility criteria. Consequently, political
and institutional uncertainty and a shortage of funds during those years
hampered eﬀorts of local interest groups and civil society organisations to
consolidate partnerships and posed a significant challenge to their future
role in cross‐border development across the Irish Sea.18

The changing political context of cross‐border
cooperation in Ireland and Wales
The end of the 1990s saw significant institutional changes in Ireland and
Wales, which impacted positively on cross‐border cooperation across the
Irish Sea. Devolution transformed Welsh politics. Before the establishment
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of the National Assembly in May 1999, Wales‐focused public policy‐making
had been mainly the preserve of civil servants in the Welsh Oﬃce, operating
as a department within the UK government’s Whitehall system.
Consequently, democratic scrutiny came from the forty Members of
Parliament (MPs) representing Welsh constituencies.19
The introduction of a distinct Welsh devolved political system – the National
Assembly for Wales and later the Welsh Government – also changed the
management of EU Structural Funds.20 During this period, a case was made
for reclassifying the West Wales and the South Wales valley as an EU NUTS
II region qualified as an Objective 1 area.21 It was argued that the historic
north‐south division in Wales was no longer empirically valid, as Wales now
suﬀered from a new division based on an east (largely prosperous) and west
(largely poor and deprived) split.22 Accepted by Eurostat, the change brought
together the least prosperous parts of Wales, enabling an index of aggregate
deprivation to be constructed for the first time. The Wales European Funding
Oﬃce (WEFO) was consequently created and made responsible for managing
all initiatives implemented in Wales, with a bilateral relationship with the EU
Commission and the National Assembly.23
Creating new territorial units in Wales mirrored what happened in the
Republic of Ireland. Before 1999, the whole of Ireland was regarded as an
Objective 1 area for EU regional funding. However, in the lead‐up to the
Agenda 2000 negotiations, it became clear that Ireland would lose its status
if the whole state was considered one structural funding unit.24 Following
negotiations, in November 1998, the government applied to Eurostat for a
change in Ireland’s single region status.25 As a result, the country was divided
into two NUTS II regions: the Border Midland & Western Region and the
Southern & Eastern Region.26 Although prompted by an instrumental desire
to maintain a high level of EU structural funding, regionalisation in the RoI
particularly responded to ‘bottom‐up’ demands from the west and the east
for more devolved management of EU money and a higher level of local
representation within the EU institutions.27
These transformations in Ireland and Wales worked in parallel with the new
2006 regulations introduced by the EU in governing the structural funds to
improve the capacity of the Interreg Ireland‐Wales programme to impact
positively on the life of the cross‐border region.28 Interreg became part of
the new European Territorial Cooperation (ETC) framework. Its overarching
objective was (and still is) to promote a harmonious economic, social and
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territorial development of the EU as a whole, which has to be achieved
through close cooperation between partners across the EU in finding shared
solutions to common challenges. In addition, the EU Commission introduced
new eligibility criteria, emphasising the need for new Interreg programmes
and initiatives to be based on mechanisms such as partnership and policy
exchanges between national, regional and local actors. The interlocking of
new devolved institutions, regionalisation processes and the new eligibility
criteria created new opportunities and novel spatial frames in which policy
networks in Ireland and Wales could, directly and indirectly, shape the life
and focus of cooperation across the Irish Sea.
The new Interreg Ireland‐Wales programme 2014‐2020 was to be delivered
by WEFO – the managing authority – in partnership with the Southern
Regional Assembly and the Government of Ireland’s Department of Public
Expenditure and Reform (DPER). The programme’s vision was to provide a
framework for organisations in the cross‐border area to actively cooperate
to address challenges and shared priorities on both sides of the Irish Sea,
thereby contributing to Ireland and Wales’s economic and sustainable
development. The focus on the Irish Sea included projects that brought
together scientific expertise to increase capacity and research into the eﬀects
of climate change. Universities and colleges connected with businesses to
stimulate collaboration in sectors including hospitality, marine &
environmental sciences, and life sciences. The programme also utilised
shared culture, resources and heritage to boost tourism and visitor numbers
to the cross‐border region.29
The preparations for the new programme saw many backstage consultations
and regular meetings. These played a fundamental role in facilitating
interregional lobbying and fostered diﬀerent actors’ influence within their
areas of expertise.
Discussions focused on the programme guidelines, the views of
potential beneficiaries and the preferences of the responsible
authorities. Our working routine included actions such as setting the
agenda and framing the local needs to make them compatible with
the Interreg objectives. Our Irish counterpart did the same. Then, we
wrote joint papers and declarations, focusing exclusively on common
Ireland and Wales issues to address in the programme. This was
followed by the drafting of the partnership agreement, which
expanded upon the areas that had been identified and we also
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suggested ways of improvements, based on the previous experiences
of working within Interreg.30
This quotation highlights how policy networks, made by governmental and
non‐governmental actors, were empowered by the new political contexts
and by the new EU guidelines. They were extensively consulted to shape the
concretisation of the specific cross‐border issues to be addressed by the
programme and framed in a way that made them eligible for funding under
the new Interreg criteria. The resulting partnership agreement set up an
administrative organisation of the cross‐border region that represented the
needs of all policy networks involved.
Furthermore, to positively address some of the problems highlighted in the
past, the new Ireland‐Wales Interreg adopted several strategies. First, the
development oﬃcers became instrumental in implementing and functioning
the programme on the ground. They were regularly tasked to assist local
communities in delivering the funded initiatives.31 In addition, they liaised
between them and the managing authority. They also became a fundamental
resource in terms of information about possible co‐funding sources and how
to tackle diﬀerent types of administrative hurdles, often facilitating a
common understanding of the other organisational structures and cultures.32
Second, the new Interreg Ireland‐Wales programme was harmonised with
the WEFO IT system to enable transparency, bottom‐up accessibility, and
participation. Finally, the management structure attempted to create a loose,
fluid administrative organisation of the cross‐border region, representing all
levels of society and where networks could build interconnections and gain
a vertical communication channel with the EU.
Ireland‐Wales governance arrangements represented territorial and socio‐
political elements to varying degrees and are evidence of how a relatively
small group of policy networks could influence the shape of an EU
programme in function of their distinct interests. At the same time, none of
them could enforce its vision unconditionally. National and devolved
governments also influenced the Interreg outcomes. Elements of the
governance architecture, discourses, and interpretations constrained,
shaped, and informed policy networks’ participation in the life of the cross‐
border region. The experience has been adjudged extremely positive by the
EU, which still considers WEFO as “the smartest and most valuable team we
have ever worked with.”33
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Brexit and the future of cooperation
UK recipients, including Wales, have continued to receive EU funding over
the projects agreed upon within the 2014‐2020 funding cycle. However, after
that, the UK government has only ensured future commitment for the PEACE
programme in Northern Ireland, thus undermining the future of the Interreg
Ireland‐Wales programme.
The 2017 conservative manifesto pledged to create a UK Shared Prosperity
Fund (UKSPF) to replace European structural funds. This fund aimed to
“reduce inequality between communities across the four nations and to
deliver sustainable, inclusive growth.”34 Moreover, the 2019 conservative
manifesto promised that “£500 million of the UK Shared Prosperity Fund [will
be] used to give disadvantaged people the skills they need to make a success
of life.”35
The UKSPF was launched in April 2022. The November 2020 spending review
described the overall purpose of the UKSPF as “to level up and create
opportunity across the UK for people and places.”36 The spending review also
said that UKSPF expenditure will amount to around £1.5 billion annually and
“at least match current receipts from EU structural funds.”37 It will also
operate over multiple years to provide certainty and enable long‐term
planning.
The UK government has planned to operate the UKSPF through a single UK‐
wide framework, using new powers under the UK Internal Market Act 2020
to distribute money directly to local partners across the UK.38 However, in
practice, this means that the devolved governments only play a marginal role
in allocation decisions within their territories, even though the fund will
spend money on matters that lie primarily within devolved responsibilities,
such as transport, skills and economic development. In this regard, Wales
Minister for Economy, Vaughan Gething, declared on 13 April 2022:
Despite [the] unfeasible timetable, we attempted to create a
partnership approach to this Fund that respects the devolution
settlement and aligns with the clearly expressed wishes of people and
organisations in Wales … . … the funding plans set out by the UK
Government today do not reflect the distinct needs of Welsh
communities. We are concerned that too little will reach those
communities most in need. The Welsh Government proposed an
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alternative formula which would distribute funding more fairly across
Wales according to economic need, but this was rejected by the UK
Government. The proposed role of the Welsh Government also falls
short of a genuine co‐decision‐making function essential to
maximising investment and respecting devolution in Wales.39
This short statement shows how Wales had intended to preserve the
mechanisms originated from the experience of working within the
framework of EU structural funds, among which the Interreg Ireland‐Wales
programme promptly figures. The same was reiterated during the Irish Sea
Symposium held by the Welsh Government on 8 June 2022 to explore
alternative paths of cooperation across the Irish Sea.40
It is evident how the re‐centralisation of all implementation processes related
to the UKSPF provisions cannot uphold the achievements of the Interreg
Ireland‐Wales programme. The participating cross‐border policy networks’
role in shaping the essence of the priorities to be addressed grounded the
whole system.
Moreover, their presence in the committees, the governance arrangements
and their use of the place‐based approach to new cross‐border policies
indicated just how successful the strategy of WEFO had been. From
developing cooperation across the Irish Sea to persuading public authorities
of their capacity to play an enhanced role in Ireland and Wales’s public life.
If EU membership was written through the statutes that established
devolution, in the absence of well‐developed domestic structures, the EU
also provided an external scaﬀolding41 for the UK and its intergovernmental
linkages (unfortunately still underdeveloped).42
The success of policy networks in participating in public policy‐making came
with challenges and opportunities. Their knowledge of the local level is
invaluable and cannot be substituted. Their participation remains highly
dependent on funds and governmental support. However, the key question
is: why not build on existing and successfully established structures and
mechanisms, thus taking advantage of the invaluable institutional learning
from the past? Such an approach seems more constructive than attempting
to build new strategies and structures that bear no resemblance to past
achievements and have no possibility of compromise.
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Conclusion
This article demonstrates that one of the most valuable achievements of the
Interreg Ireland‐Wales programme, over the years, has been its ability to
bring partners across all levels of society together across the Irish Sea to:
•

establish the Ireland‐Wales cross‐border region; and

•

work collaboratively and attract EU funding.

Moreover, the Interreg Ireland‐Wales programme became an instrument
through which the EU empowered policy networks in Ireland and Wales to
play a more active role in shaping the opportunities and constraints of cross‐
border cooperation across the Irish Sea. The Brexit process played a pivotal
role in raising awareness among governmental and non‐governmental actors
of the importance of this cooperation for the life and future of the cross‐
border maritime region.
The Welsh and Irish governments have recognised the value of these
collaborations on several key occasions and in many oﬃcial documents. As
well as the 2021 Joint Action Plan, re‐establishing the Irish Consulate in
Cardiﬀ at the height of the troubled politics of Brexit in 2019 was in itself a
sign of change. By digging beneath the general political and economic
implications of losing shared EU membership, this article has demonstrated
how the flourishing of Ireland‐Wales relations may face more significant risks
in the future. Focusing exclusively on the governments’ high politics or
following the implementation guidelines set up by the new UKSPF will re‐
marginalise policy networks’ role and harden the maritime boundaries
around which cross‐border cooperation across the Irish Sea had been built.
The specific contribution of the EU in convening several rounds of the Ireland‐
Wales Interreg programme was to create space for a wide variety of locally
rooted relationships, connections and networks. Yet, for all the high‐level
political commitment to their relationship, it remains to be seen whether the
Irish and Welsh governments can find ways to sustain the social, economic,
and cultural cross‐border life that Interreg has helped to engender.
It would be more constructive for the UK government to build on the Interreg
Ireland‐Wales programme achievements. Instead of erasing them,
understand that they provide a much more solid foundation for new politics
of relations across the Irish Sea, potentially including Northern Ireland and
Scotland, after Brexit. Their blueprint could stand in strand three of the 1998
Belfast/Good Friday Agreement and the East‐West institutions it set up.
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